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ABSTRACT

Knowledge sharing has always been used as a platform for cross-pollination of ideas and innovations in a bid to improve and enhance performance thereby increasing competitiveness and responsiveness both in organizations and individual levels. Healthcare systems are not an exception. However, for knowledge sharing to take place there is need for certain factors to be noted and addressed such as the individual, organizational and technological. Further, knowledge sharing goes hand in hand with knowledge management and must become part of the strategic fabric of organizations. This chapter focuses on knowledge sharing by health professionals in healthcare and medicine in developing countries. The chapter covers knowledge management and its link with knowledge sharing; the various methods of knowledge sharing in healthcare; factors that make knowledge sharing an important strategic move for healthcare organizations; and factors and issues that affect or determine knowledge sharing behavior. Finally, a literature search for examples of knowledge sharing in developing or low and middle-income countries was conducted and the results are presented. The chapter shows that developing countries have recognized the value of knowledge sharing in healthcare systems and there are tangible signs that this is going to shape cross-pollination of ideas and innovations in the health systems in the foreseeable future.
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INTRODUCTION

Healthcare is information and knowledge intensive. It is characterized by rapid developments in medical knowledge that are generated as new conditions and diseases arise. It is not a secret that research and development in the pharmaceutical and in the biomedical fields yields vast amounts of information and knowledge. To deliver high quality, cost-effective services, healthcare professionals must have access to and use this knowledge. Healthcare organizations such as hospitals have turned to knowledge management to enable knowledge access, translation, sharing, and use. To be able to keep up-to-date, professionals must engage in robust knowledge sharing activities – which can only happen if knowledge itself is adequately managed. Whilst it is recognized that knowledge is important and valuable, Lefika and Mearns (2014) make the point that without sharing, knowledge has no value – it must be shared for its value to be fully recognized. Apart from value, sharing of knowledge ensures that knowledge is peer-reviewed culminating into added inferences and interpretations given different contextual settings. Sharing of knowledge practices and approaches is very important for replication and cross-pollination of knowledge translating into improved medical practice.

Healthcare professionals in developing countries are faced with a litany of problems that affect their ability to effectively share knowledge. They are invariably overworked with large patient loads due to a shortage of doctors, nurses, and other auxiliary health workers. Attending to patients leaves very little time for knowledge sharing, let alone even updating what they know on their own. Further, the infrastructure that might enable knowledge sharing – such as computing, Internet connectivity, and other modes of communication is in most cases obsolete and not adequate. Many healthcare workers in such countries find themselves in rural areas where the infrastructure is not as developed as in urban areas, and have been reported to feel isolated and away from current practices in the field (Pakenham-Walsh & Bukachi, 2009). Pakenham-Walsh & Bukachi (2009) conducted a review of the literature on the information needs of healthcare workers in Africa. They noted that most healthcare workers face isolation because they are mostly operating in rural areas that have limited information infrastructure, and they are swamped by huge workloads due to the shortage of healthcare workers in general. They identified the dire consequences to patient safety when healthcare workers’ needs are unmet; their research identified issues such as a sizeable lack of knowledge of the basics of how to diagnose and manage common diseases. Not only do healthcare professionals not get the most recent and up-to-date research findings that would be useful in their work, but a gap between scientific evidence and its use in developing countries has been identified (Dagenais et al (2015).

This chapter focuses on knowledge sharing by health professionals in healthcare and medicine in developing countries and explores other prerequisite conditions for effective knowledge sharing. The chapter covers knowledge management and its link with knowledge sharing; the various methods of knowledge sharing in healthcare; factors that make knowledge sharing an important strategic move for healthcare organizations; and factors and issues that affect or determine knowledge sharing behavior. Finally, a literature search for examples of knowledge sharing in developing or low and middle-income countries was conducted and the results are presented. The search for literature was carried out on the following databases: PubMed, CINAHL, Library Information & Technology Abstracts, ERIC, Academic Search Premier, Africa-Wide Information, SocINDEX – all of them on EBSCOhost.
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